Quick info for persons affected

Treatment of autoimmune diseases
with ImmuSeroForte of IMMUMEDIC
Autoimmune diseases mostly start in an age between 20 and 50 and affect e.g. 5 million people only in Germany (at
a population of approx. 80 million in total). Due to the fact that 60 different autoimmune diseases are known, it will
depend on which symptoms appear in detail. So it is decisive, against which tissue the autoimmune- and
inflammatory process will point in each individual case.
So there are the organ specific autoimmune diseases,
such as e.g. Diabetes Mellitus type 1 (pancreas), Multiple Sclerosis (nerve cells), Glomerulonephritis (kidney),
Hashimoto-Thyroidits (thyroid), Basedow-disease (thyroid), Chronic Gastritis (stomach), Colitis ulcerosa (colon),
Vitiligo (skin), Addison's disease (adrenal glands),
or also the systemic autoimmune diseases,
such as e.g. Churg-Strauss-Syndrome (vessels), Collagenosis (connective tissue), Rheumatoid Arthritis (connective
tissue of joints and tendons) and Psoriasis (skin, joints, finger nails).
Both forms can occur also mixed (intermediary).
The diagnosis will be made by determination of the antibodies in blood – which ones have to be checked depends
on the symptoms and on the suspected diagnosis.

For to treat such autoimmune diseases IMMUMEDIC offers 2 treatment options:
•

•

The first option is the 'INTLplus' treatment concept, consisting of an 'EDIM blood test'
and a treatment with 'Interleukin-6'.
You are welcome with your request for more information conc. 'INTLplus'!
The second option is the treatment – quasi as a cure for revitalisation – with a
biological manufactured injection serum, based on 'body-known' proteins (HSP).
It is the 'ImmuSeroForte' of IMMUMEDIC.
The containing proteins are an integral part for the immune reaction
of a healthy body against autoimmune diseases!
In a separate information sheet you will be informed about the qualities of
ImmuSeroForte for treating autoimmune diseases and incurable cancer diseases.
You are welcome with your request for more information conc. 'ImmuSeroForte'!

Please note:
Both treatment methods can only be accomplished in conjunction with a doctor/physician
or a medical practitioner.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us.

Additional information concerning our treatment concepts you will find in the different chapters of the
IMMUMEDIC homepage: www.immumedic.com
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